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Abstract 

This artifact examines how new evolving digital technologies have transformed the distribution practice of 

Nollywood industry. The new distribution channels have brought change on the operations of the whole 

value chain of filming and erase the dominating distribution companies through the platforms such as 
internet where viewers can now access any genre of film at their own convenient time inexpensively. 

However, the research also argues that the new technological distribution channels have disrupted the old 

traditional film distribution model which profited the Nollywood industry. The introduction of some of the 

new technological channels like internet has being a barrier to the successful of Nollywood as a business 
as it gives the leeway to unauthorized persons to access, distribute or broadcast productions that they are 

not contracted to, pirate and make copies of these productions. This has resulted in most of companies to 

suffer, henceforth there is need to create more formal new innovative business strategies to distribute film 
which will not only benefit Nollywood but the world at large.  
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